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Everyone speaks of the wrongfulness of an evil act, but inexplicably
no one is held accountable for the wrongfulness of failure to do
good. And thus, fundamental social evils remain unresolved.
Tsunesaburo Makiguchi (1871–1944)
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Introduction

Personal Statement for Science & Practice Convener Role
In my 25 years as an Occupational Psychologist I always sat comfortably between the Science and Practitioner
chairs. Synergising my R&D roles in Occupational Testing consultancies like SHL, Manpower’s Career Harmony,
Saville Consulting and Cubiks with my academic interests lead me to present more than 70 contributions at
conferences around the world. I also co-authored some journal articles and book chapters. I embraced technology
at the outset of my career spearheading research into onscreen testing, expert systems and validation
methodology. The tools, models and competency frameworks I developed are well regarded in practitioner user,
test review and academic settings.

I served on the BPS DOP conference committee and am currently a member of the BPS Committee on Test
Standards (CTS).
Based on my practice of Nichiren Buddhism (SGI) I strive to approach every day, every person and every situation
with compassion, courage and wisdom. I welcome mindfulness and Positive Psychology approaches that lead
towards self-realisation, transformation and healing.
As an I/O Psychologist with a conscience I am concerned about the INDUSTRIAL scale of child abuse and
permissive ORGANIZATIONAL structures and processes. I am immersed in Pro Bono activities challenging
instances of psychological misdiagnosis in family court settings (see www.forced-adoption.com) and
unveiling the chilling truth about extreme abuse (see www.paracelsustrust.co.uk). I publicly shared my
concerns about shortcomings in mental health diagnosis at the ABP conference:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOrTRvJO1e0

As a Science and Practitioner convener I would like to encourage dialogue between academics and practitioners
but also between divisions in the BPS – overcoming the ‘silo’ mentality. I wish to support the Psychometric
Testing centre in its roll out of the Forensic Testing Standards and would like to establish a cross-divisional
working group on Abuse, Trauma and Dissociation. Dependability, integrity, performance and potential take on
new dimensions given the duplicity displayed by abusers.
Source: Kurz, R, (2016) ‘Twice Exceptional’ Individuals: Safeguarding against Re-victimisation. Presentation at the BDA
10th International Dyslexia Conference in Oxford.
https://psychassessmentblog.wordpress.com/2016/04/12/bda-2016-oxford-symposium-psychological-perspectives-on-the-assessment-of-dyslexia/
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I Exposing Satanist
Ritual Abuse (SRA)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ian_Watkins_(Lostprophets)
Ian David Karslake Watkins (born 30 July 1977) is a Welsh singer, musician, and
convicted sex offender. He achieved prominence as a founding member, lead vocalist,
and lyricist of the rock band Lostprophets. Lostprophets disbanded in 2013 after
Watkins was charged with sexual offences in late 2012. In November 2013, he pleaded
guilty to 13 charges, including the attempted rape and sexual assault of a child under
13; these offences were committed against the infant children of two women who were
also convicted. He was subsequently jailed for 29 years and ordered to serve a further
six years on extended licence.
© Outstanding

Medieval Practices
‘Satanism in eighteenth-century England appears to have been a privileged
affair. The cults seem to have attracted the idle young bucks of the still-ascendant
aristocracy. Groups with bizarre and threatening names – ‘The Sons of Midnight’, ‘The
Banditti’ and ‘The Blasters’ – haunted the fashionable parts of London attempting to
emulate the debauched evil of French satanic rituals.
Most infamous of all the groups were the ‘Hell-Fire Clubs’. Mainland Britain
boasted at least three in London and three more in Scotland, and there was a notably
active branch in Ireland. Sir Francis Dashwood managed to raise his subdivision of the
loose federation to a peak of orgiastic Satanism.
Dashwood, by now Chancellor of the Exchequer, set about enticing other louche
aristocrats into the fraternity with the lure of enormous quantities of alcohol, drugs and
free sex. The Earl of Sandwich, the poet Charles Churchill (son of the Archbishop of
Canterbury) and, probably, the Earl of Bute – Prime Minister for much of the period –
were enthusiastic celebrants at the orgiastic rituals. Unsurprisingly, the sex was not
limited either to heterosexual intercourse or to adult participants.
Internal dissent within the cult, coupled with a final repentance by Dashwood,
ended the rituals in the 1770s. That it survived for more than half a century was
perhaps due to the presence at the celebration of senior figures within the government
and House of Lords who succeeded in concealing the excesses of the ceremonies.
Again, curiously, there is a common allegation contained in the disclosures of both
adult and child survivors today that senior politicians are sometimes involved.
Tate, Tim (1991). Children for the
The history of satanic worship from medieval times to the dawn of the twentieth
Devil: Ritual Abuse and Satanic
Crime. Methuen Publishing: London. century is inextricably linked with the abuse and sacrifice of children.’
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History & Ideology
Child psychiatrist, Dr. Kirk
Weir, referring to an ancient
description of a girl being
sexually abused by her
parents in Pendle in
Lancashire:
"The curious thing is that the
description that that girl made
400 years ago of ritual sexual
abuse is very similar to the
kinds of descriptions that
were being made in
Nottingham 400 years later."
Informal survey of people
handling ritual abuse cases
identified "well in excess of 900
Boyd, Andrew (1991).
victims".
Several accounts of Human
Sacrifice Ritual Murder.

Blasphemous Rumours: Is Satanic
Ritual Abuse Fact or Fantasy? An Investigation. Fount
paperbacks:
© London.
Outstanding

"But there is also a unique
cultural dimension to satanic
crime. The perpetrators want
to change society. Whereas
the paedophile is interested
only in satisfying his lusts, and
otherwise wishes the world to
continue as it is, the satanist
wants to undermine the
institutions and morality of
society. In a democracy, they
are entitled to pursue such
goals, so long as they have
the guts to openly declare their
objectives; but they are
cowards who lurk in dark
corners, determined to
engineer their objectives
secretly."
Core, Dianne (1991). Chasing
Satan: Investigation into Satanic
Crimes Against Children. Gunter
Books.

Intergenerational
Abuse

Prof Jean La Fontaine is an Anthropologists trained
in Cambridge who taught at the LSE where she is
Professor Emeritus. She has written extensively on
ritual, gender and kinship, witchcraft and satanism,
child abuse and incest. She made front-page
headlines in mid-1994, when she found herself in the
centre of a public furore over her research into child
sexual abuse ‘The Extent and Nature of Organised
and Ritual Abuse’, commissioned by the Department
of Health, was widely read as denying the existence
of satanic abuse.

Please ignore the Wikipedia entry under my name for the
time being. I find it extremely useful for many subjects
but for some, especially contentious areas that involve
forensic issues, as fast as colleagues try to correct and
add material it is damaged by other editors who are not
following Wikipedia guidelines, e.g. they rely on
unchecked newspaper articles and unvalidated or old and
biased quotes. It is therefore of interest that whilst my
disability work gets a small mention, most space is given
to sceptical or downright attacks on the existence of
ritual abuse and especially abuse by Satanist pedophiles.

Dr Valerie Sinason is a British poet, writer,
psychoanalyst and psychotherapist who is known for
promoting the idea that people with a developmental
disability can benefit from psychoanalysis and that
satanic ritual abuse is widely practiced in the UK. In
1994, Sinason edited a collection of essays entitled
Treating Survivors of Satanist Abuse that claimed
satanic ritual abuse existed in the United Kingdom
and that she had treated victims

http://elearning.lse.ac.uk/dart/interviews/lafontaine.html
http://valeriesinason.co.uk/allpublications.html
http://www.timeshighereducation.co.uk/94959.article 28/08/1995

http://www.theguardian.com/uk/2000/feb/10/davidbrindle# 2000

http://clinicds.co.uk/

Source: Kurz (2015) TPF Presentation©- Outstanding
Politics and the Psychology of Abuse and Cover-up

Relevant
Literature
Male Survivor Account:
‘Sobbing, Bruce told me about
his hellish Christmas, memories
around the sacrifice of his little
baby brother and how they
threatened that they would kill
his younger sibling if he would
not slash the baby’s throat.’ (p.
161)
Female Survivor Account:
‘These were special shows and I
remember one of many shows
that I was involved with…I had
been primed – I was probably
eight at the time – to have sex
with a boy who was around the
same age as me, who was
absolutely petrified.’ (p. 145).

Epstein, O. B., Schwartz, J. &
Miller, Alison (2012). Healing the
Unimaginable: Treating Ritual Abuse Schwartz, R. W. (2011). Ritual
abuse and mind control. Karnac:
and Mind Control. Karnac: London.
London.
Source: Kurz (2015) MCA Presentation - Critical
Reflections on the Role of Mental Health Professionals.
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EXTREME ABUSE & MIND-CONTROL

Karriker, W., Becker, T., Overkamp, B., & Rutz, C. (2015).
Findings from the 2007 Extreme Abuse Survey (EAS) Series.
Three Extreme Abuse Surveys:
EAS: Adult Survivors N=1114 respondents
EAS-P: Professionals N=223 respondents
EAS-C: Caregivers of child victims of extreme abuse
N=85 respondents

http://endritualabuse.org/2016/07/findings-from-the-2007-extreme-abuse-survey-eas-series/

www.traumabasedmindcontrol.com
Slide adapted from: Sadegh, A. (2017). Trauma-based mind control, satanic ritual abuse (SRA), systematic chronic abuse (SCA), MK Ultra –
SYMPTOMS OF TODDLERS & CHILDREN. Presentation at the FRESH START FOUNDATION CONFERENCE in Perth 3rd May 2017

EXTREME ABUSE & MIND-CONTROL
Memories – EAS, 2007 (Table 17 – Survivors)
86%
71%
Slide adapted from: Sadegh, A. (2017). https://spidercatweb.blog/2017/05/03/fsf/
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II False Memories
Discourse of Disbelief

© Outstanding

Sociologist
Dr Sara Scott
http://www.socresonline.org.uk/3/3/1.html

3.3 As I began this research the Department of Health had just funded a research study by anthropologist
Professor Jean La Fontaine, into the nature and extent of organised and ritual abuse in England and Wales.
It was to be proclaimed as proving that ritual abuse, in the sense described by my informants, did not exist.
When the brief final report of this research was published (La Fontaine, 1994) adult survivors accounts
(which did not comprise any part of the research data) were dismissed as follows:
It should be recognised [...] that adults who claim to have been ritually abused, usually known as 'survivors',
have been very influential. While their stories are said to confirm what children have said, in fact survivors are
probably more significant in creating a climate of belief before cases involving children are discovered. Most
survivors are women, though there is a male survivors group in London. (La Fontaine, 1994: p. 4)
3.4 La Fontaine's research was based on questionnaires completed by police and social workers and an
examination of files referred to the Official Solicitor between 1988 and 1991. Her 35 page report includes 18
tables, but no quotations or even descriptions of comments made on questionnaires or in case files. Bald lists
appear of 'features mentioned' ('Hats/headgear', 'Abortion', 'Drinking urine', 'Pentagrams') along with the
frequency with which they were recorded in allegations, but with no indication of the context from which they
were extracted. In her later book (La Fontaine, 1998) more detailed analysis of transcripts of social work
interviews feature twice, but again they are lists of ritual features (more hats and candles mentioned where
corroboration between accounts from different children has been claimed). In La Fontaine's interpretation of
these, any similarities suggest collusion, while discrepancies are evidence of independent invention. This is a
book the conclusions of which readers must accept on the author's authority. There is no account of the
research methodology, data is presented only as snippets torn from case files and conversations. There is no
attempt to explore the lived experience behind the text - of either the researcher or her informants.
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LSE Emeritus Prof
Jean La Fontaine

https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/satanic-disabuser/94959.article
© Outstanding

Rosalind Theresa
Waterhouse

http://openaccess.city.ac.uk/11871/1/Satanic%20abuse%2C%20false%20memories%2C%20weird%20beliefs%20and%20moral%20panics.pdf
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British False
Memory Society

False Memories?

http://www.theguardian.com/society/2011/dec/11/carolemyers-satanic-child-abusel

http://www.pods-online.org.uk/

http://www.justiceforcarol.com/

http://www.pods-online.org.uk/information.html

http://bfms.org.uk/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4994694/Third-inquest-nurse-died-satanic-cult-claims.html
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BPS Guidelines
False Beliefs?

https://psychassessmentblog.wordpress.com/2016/10/08/who-framed-the-norwich-three-marie-black-jason-adams-michael-rogers/

Who framed the ‘Norwich Three’ Marie Black, Jason Adams & Michael Rogers?
2016-09-22nd-letter-from-jason-adams-norwich-three-at-hmp-iow-due-to-edward-heath-abusegroup-shenanigans

Older readers may recall the ‘Miscarriages of Justice’ related to the ‘Guildford Four’ and the
‘Birmingham Six’ who were wrongly convicted of crimes and released when authorities finally
admitted that the convictions were unsafe. Having visited Marie Black, Jason Adams & Michael
Rogers in prison I consider their convictions©extremely
unsafe.
Outstanding

British Psychological Society (BPS) Guidelines & Practices

6 BPS Guidelines
1.

Bernice Andrews, John Morton, Debra A. Bekerian, Chris R. Brewin, Graham M.
Davies, Phil Morton - “Recovered Memories. The Report of the Working Party of
The British Psychological Society” (1995)

2.

Guidelines on Memory and the Law (2008; Revised April 2010)

3.

Diagnosis - Policy and Guidance Description (2013)

4.

5.

6.

Psychologists as Expert Witnesses: Guidelines and Procedure (4th Edition April
2015)

Psychologists as expert witnesses in the Family Courts in England and Wales:
Standards, competencies and expectations (Jan 2016)

Guidance document on the management of disclosures of non-recent (historic) child
sexual abuse (May 2016)

“Recovered Memories. The Report of the Working Party of
The British Psychological Society” (1995)
●

Covers full spectrum from complex trauma through to false memories

●

Mentions Dissociative Disorders (formerly Multiple Personality Disorder)

●

UK Psychologists: Bernice Andrews, John Morton, Debra A. Bekerian, Chris R.
Brewin, Graham M. Davies, Phil Morton

●

In line with Trauma literature

●

Not on BPS website – request from BPS Office or download from:

https://www.researchgate.net/project/Psychometric-Performance-Assessment

Article in The Psychologist May 1995 (pp. 209-214):

https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/volume-8/edition-5

Across 1083 survey respondents (overall responsive rate: 27%) 13% of respondents
worked with clients reporting SRA and believed them (15% had clients reporting SRA)

Statistics: Possible Aftereffects – Extreme Abuse Survey EAS, 2007
(Table 18 – All Surveys EAS-P)
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Slide adapted from: Sadegh, A. (2016). https://spidercatweb.blog/2017/05/03/fsf/
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Symposium submitted by Dr Rainer Hermann Kurz
Member of the BPS Committee on Test Standards
Science & Practice Strategy Convener of the BPS DOP
Member of the BPS Research Board
Symposium unilaterally ‘withdrawn’ (i.e. cancelled)
at short notice by Conference Chair Dr Peter Branney
Extract of Dr Branney’s foreword: ‘…hopefully this
conference will inspire you
to get involved in the BPS’
© Outstanding

EXTREME ABUSE & MIND-CONTROL

Bernice Andrews, John Morton,
Debra A. Bekerian, Chris R.
Brewin, Graham M. Davies, Phil
Morton - “Recovered
Memories. The Report of the
Working Party of The British
Psychological Society” (1995)
Survey “Recovered Memories”
Questionnaires sent out: 4005 (Division of
Clinical Psychology – DCP, Division of
Counselling Psychology – DCoP, the
Special Group in Health Psychology –
SGHP, Psychotherapy Section – PS)
Questionnaires returned: 1083 (overall
responsive rate: 27%)
Items: 19 questions
13% of respondents worked with clients
reporting SRA and believed them
(15% had clients reporting SRA)
Adapted from slide prepared by Magister Andrea Sadegh for her
schedulded presentation in the Symposium ‘Trauma, dissociation
and healing‘ accepted for the BPS Annual Conference 2017
(‘withdrawn‘ by the Conference Chair 10 days before the event)

Guidelines on Memory and the Law
Revised April 2010 (I)

●

Description: The Society is minded to ensure that legal
professionals and the courts are appropriately advised as
to the type of evidence-based psychological expert
evidence than can be provided and whom is appropriately
competent to provide such advice. Please therefore note
that since the publication of this report, the Society’s
guidance for psychologists as expert witnesses is being
updated in conjunction with a broader review of what is
meant by an “expert witness”.

●

Author: Psychology Research Board
Publication date: 2010 (Original Version 2008)

●

Size: 51 pages

●

BPS Guidelines are due to be reviewed after 5 years and put into the Archive section:
https://www.bps.org.uk/system/files/user-files/Society%20Member/memory_the_law_revised_version_april_2010_web.pdf

Guidelines on Memory and the Law
Revised April 2010 (II)

Guidelines on Memory and the Law
Revised April 2010 (III)
28th May 2010
Court of Appeal
Northern Ireland

Judgement

Guidelines on Memory and the Law
Revised April 2010 (IV)

Guidelines on Memory and the Law
Revised April 2010 (V)
20th July 2012
Royal Court of Justice
(RCJ) Court of Appeal

Criminal Division

Diagnosis - Policy and Guidance Description (2013)
Diagnosis commonly based on ICD and DSM

●

Diagnosis - Policy and Guidance Description:
Outlines the Society's policy on mental and
behavioural disorder classification systems

●

Author: Professional Practice Board

●

Publication date: 2013

●

Size: 103KB; 3 pages

●

Cost: FREE

http://www.bps.org.uk/system/files/documents/diagnosispolicyguidance.pdf

Psychologists as Expert Witnesses: Guidelines and
Procedure (4th Edition April 2015)

●

Description: A guide for psychologists on acting as an
expert witness covering both ethical principles and
practicalities.
Publication date: 2015
Size: 370KB; 36 pages
Cost: FREE

Http://www.bps.org.uk/system/files/Public%20files/inf129_april_2015_web_expert_witness_guida
nce.pdf

Psychologists as expert witnesses in the
Family Courts in England and Wales:
Standards, competencies and expectations (Jan 2016)
●

●

Description: Companion document for psychologists to the
generic expert witness standards, prepared by the Family
Justice Council and the British Psychological Society. The
guidance provides information to all stakeholders
regarding the use of psychologists as expert witnesses
and provides discipline specific information in relation to
regulation, codes of conduct, competencies,
supervision/peer review and quality of service.
Author: Professional Practice Board and Family Justice
Council

●

Publication Date: January 2016

●

Size: 33 pages

http://www.bps.org.uk/system/files/Public%20files/inf248_family_court_guidance_web.pdf

Guidance document on the management of disclosures of
non-recent (historic) child sexual abuse (May 2016)

●

Description: Guidance for practitioner psychologists
who are concerned about how to respond to client
disclosures of non-recent sexual abuse during
assessment or therapeutic work.

●

Author: British Psychological Society

●

Publication Date: May 2016

●

Size: 485KB, 36 pages

http://www.bps.org.uk/system/files/Public%20files/Policy/child_sex_abuse_web_2.pdf

www.bps.org.uk/historicalsexualabuse

Advocate
Consultation
Response
Rainer,
I have very strong views on court appointed psychologists who assess parents
accused of failing to defend children from sexual abuse or simply assessing the
parents themselves as a potential risk.
If such assessments are to be fair and unbiased the psychologist should not be
given highly critical reports from social workers to read before meeting the
parent/patient.
The social workers are adverse parties in impending court cases so psychologists
should approach the patient with an open mind not one biased to such an extent
by social service reports that in some cases psychologists declare parents unfit
without ever meeting them !
Alas judges insist on psychologists chosen by them (not the patient) reading these
reports and answering leading questions such as “does the mother now realise the
seriousness of her condition (or that of her partner aged 40+ who slept with a 15
year old girl when he was 19) and the risk she runs to the children?”
When the mother’s case is that neither she nor her partner are a risk and that
neither suffer any personality disorder such a question assumes the contrary
before any assessment has been made.
The theory is that choice of psychologist and choice of such questions are agreed
by both parties but the practice is that they are not.
Hope this gives food for thought,
https://forced-adoption.com/
IAN JOSEPHS
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Where is the BPS Guide to the Dark Side?
17 year old ‘Maria’ was brought to hospital by her mother
having survived a suicide attempt with paracetamols. The
psychiatric nurse at the hospital found her unresponsive
other than general comments that she is now happy she
survived and does not consider herself at risk any more.
Her mother did not want her father to know as she thinks
it would open up complex issues. Family therapy revealed
that her father and mother were sexually abused in their
childhood. Maria opens up to you with disclosures that
she has been sexually abused by her father since she was a
toddler and describes an incident that happened a few
days ago. Her mother seems to ‘look away’ and cut short
conversation with phrases such as ‘talking about sex is not
ladylike’.
Maria opens up to you disclosing that at the age of 13 or
14 she had a baby. The birth of the girl in her family home
was reportedly not registered and the baby ‘disappeared’.

’Amanda’ has been brought to
you by a friend who believes her
account of a sexual assault on her
child. The mother delayed
reporting due to fear of reprisals
and repercussions. Several mental
health professionals found her
account ‘unbelievable’ and
considered her delusional. Police
closed the case and Social Workers
have raised ‘neglect’ concerns. In
your interview the conduct of
Amanda’s parents appears strange.
There are no reasons to doubt the
veracity of her account of the
assault.
Nicola Gale
presidentsoffice@bps.org.uk

Discourse of Disbelief – Invited Focal Article (2016)

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acp.3220/full

Discourse of Disbelief – Rejoinder Focal Article (2016)

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/acp.v31.1/issuetoc
https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/volume-30/july-2017/false-memories-childhood-abuse

Implanting False
Allegations?
Child Snatching ‘South Coast Style’
In a chilling case a happy family with many children
lost all their children due to Family Court processes.
The father had some health problems so that the
family asked Social Services for help. A ‘helper’
observed a 10 year old boy fooling around with a
sister ‘playacting’ (some kind of ‘strangling’ theme)
and reported this to the council that ‘recommended’
removal of this child. The boy had a very difficult
birth and life threatening illness at age 2 – severe
traumas in early childhood increase the likelihood of
dissociative symptoms/disorders and make the
individual more open to manipulation.
Some months into ‘foster care’ this boy started to
make allegations about inappropriate sexual
relationships within the family. Gradually all children
were taken into care. It eventually transpired that
the boy had been moved more than 5 times from
foster family to foster family as he threatened to
‘make up’ sexual abuse allegations if foster carers
did not do what he wanted them to do. How did he
learn the trick? Perhaps from the very odd Social
Services Team Leader who had already been
moved from the neighbouring city after parent
complaints? The boy became grossly over-weight
and got into trouble at the latest care home breaking
a window. At one contact session this boy stated to
his father: ‘I am sorry about the nasty things that I
said. They were not true.’ He repeated that to his
Social Worker. Result: All contact stopped.
Kurz, R, (2017). FALSE MEMORIES, FALSE INNOCENCE
BELIEF SYNDROME (FIBS) & AND MIND CONTROL

Norwich Child Smuggling
A chilling custody battle received a lot of media
attention when Norwich Social Workers took baby
Luna from her British parents who habitually
resided in France. Marie’s five children had been
‘taken into care’ due to concerns about domestic
violence in previous relationships. It turns out that
Marie had been coerced into a ‘Voluntary Section
20’ arrangement of ‘temporary foster care’ while
sorting out accommodation. However when a 4
bedroom house was ready the authorities
repeatedly refused to return the children appealing
immediately against Court Orders to return them.
Joe and Marie were teenage sweethearts for 4
years leading to the birth of their first child. A
Social Worker informed Joe and Marie’s oldest
child that paternity was confirmed but shortly
afterwards claimed following DNA testing that the
father was ‘unknown’. Without any medical proof
authorities claimed that Joe was a violent person
who once broke Marie’s arm yet refused to release
Marie’s NHS medical records.
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One child experienced early trauma (shattered
glass door at 3 months & facial injury at 2 years)
and ‘Urinary Tract Infection’ from the age of 3
necessitating many medical examination. From the
age of 4 the child was known ‘to make things up’.
While in ‘temporary foster care’ the child claimed
that Marie wanted to take back only this child and
one other. The foster carers were fully aware that
this was a lie. After 9 months Social Workers ‘outof-the-blue’ produced pages of allegations of sexual
abuse involving relatives, friends and members of
institutions. Disgraced Psychiatrist Anthony Baker
played a pivotal role:
https://cathyfox.wordpress.com/2016/08/11/dr-anthony-baker-ashwood-medical-practice/
https://www.thefreelibrary.com/Psychiatrist+%27planted+sex+abuse+memories%27.-a060702714

One allegations was that Marie ostensibly put a
baby that her friend had ‘run over’ into a bag,
carried it into her house and made her children drink
its blood! What is the credibility of these allegations
when the friend did not own a car and did not have
a driving licence either? No baby was reported
missing and no dead baby was found.
Without any physical evidence a criminal case
ensued against 10 defendants most of whom were
members of Marie’s family while the remaining 30
‘alleged abusers’ were not even interviewed! In
extremely dubious circumstances Marie and two
former partners were found guilty of sexual abuse.

Kurz, R. (2017). FROM HAMPSTEAD TO NORWICH:
RITUAL VIOLENCE OR COACHING?

BPS Publication
The Psychologist

© Outstanding

False Memories
& FIBS
Resource Links:
Editorial ‘Ethical standards, truths, and lies’ of the Journal of Trauma & Dissociation 25th April 2016:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/15299732.2016.1114357
Professor Ross E. Cheit ‘Recovered Memory Project’:
http://blogs.brown.edu/recoveredmemory/2015/07/22/loftus-hoffman-report/#more-2082
BPS Publication ‘The Psychologist’ False Memory vs. Complex Trauma URLs and Text (v. 10th May 2016):
https://psychassessmentblog.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/bps-publication-the-psychologist-false-memory-vs-complex-trauma-urls-and-text-v-10th-may-2016.pdf

Appeal Court Judge View on Testimony of Prof Martin Conway:
https://psychassessmentblog.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/prof-martin-conway-appeal-court-judge-views.pdf
Prof Joan La Fontaine - Galileo Galilei or Sigmund Freud:
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/satanic-disabuser/94959.article
Advisory Board of the British False Memory Society:
http://bfms.org.uk/advisory-board/
How reliable is your memory? | Elizabeth Loftus TED Talk:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PB2OegI6wvI
Ralph Underwager - Paidika Interview of a False Memory Foundation ‘Court Expert’:
https://davidshurter.com/?page_id=2894
‘Vampires & Ritual Violence’ E-Letter in ‘The Psychologist’ & BPS Obfuscation of Extreme Abuse:
https://psychassessmentblog.wordpress.com/2016/12/18/vampires-ritual-violence-e-letter-in-the-psychologist-bps-obfuscation-of-extreme-abuse/

Kurz (2017). FALSE MEMORIES, FALSE INNOCENCE BELIEF SYNDROME (FIBS) AND MIND CONTROL
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Questions for
Prof Loftus
Excerpt of Dr Ashley Conway posting to BPS Independent Practitioner Forum (IPRAC) Forum in response to the May 2016
edition of The Psychologist, where the Editor, Jon Sutton, described his meeting with Professor Elizabeth Loftus (p.236).
'1. Is it true that it was the filing of two ethics complaints against you that caused your resignation from the American Psychological Association
(APA) in the late 1990’s?
2. In 2003 the APA gave you an award for Distinguished Scientific Applications of Psychology. That’s a big change – resignation to award in a few
years – what happened?
3. Are you a member of the APA today? And what are your reasons for being (or not being) a member of the APA?
4. Memory can be unreliable in two directions – false positive (when somebody comes to believe that something happened, which did not) and
false negative (where somebody comes to believe that something did not happen, that did). False positive and false negative memory might be
likened to Type 1 and Type 2 research errors, would you agree?
5. Your “lost in a shopping mall” study demonstrated that older family members play a powerful role in defining reality for dependent younger
family members. You believe that it is possible that memory is so malleable that an individual could falsely recall a complex history of abuse, that
in fact never occurred. Is it equally possible that someone who was abused could be persuaded that their recall was a false memory, and that
they could come to falsely believe that they had not been abused?
6. Could a perpetrator who had committed acts of abuse falsely believe that he or she was not an abuser?
7. If the answer to this question is yes, why don't you investigate “False Innocence Belief Syndrome” as an area of false memory? If the answer is
no, do you believe that false memories only go in one direction (false positive)? If so, what is the evidence for that?
8. You get some emotional reactions to your opinions. Perhaps because it might appear to some that the direction of your work helps abusers,
and disadvantages genuine victims of abuse - what would you say to that?
9. Who has benefited from your research?
10. Ted Bundy was one of America’s worst serial rapists and murderers. He murdered 30 women in 7 states and was executed in 1989. In an
earlier article, The Psychologist reported your comments regarding Ted Bundy when you testified on his first case. You stated: “… that was before
we really knew who Ted Bundy was. He was a charming man! He was absolutely charming and obviously very sick but we didn’t really know that
at the time.” His biographer Ann Rule described him as "a sadistic sociopath who took pleasure from another human's pain and the control he
had over his victims, to the point of death.” You have testified in many cases where people are accused of very serious crimes. Is it possible that
you may have mis-judged others, as you did Ted Bundy?
11. False Memory Syndrome is sometimes described as a modern day pseudo-scientific version of the Oedipus complex - a way of dismissing
the account of an abuse victim as fantasy, that allows our society to avoid dealing with the very uncomfortable possibility that the vast majority of
allegations of sexual abuse are true. How would you comment on that?’

Unpublished! Suppressed by BPS Policy Team!
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Dr Ashley
Conway’s Views
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Prof Martin
Conway’s Views
https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/volume-27/edition-7/beliefs-about-autobiographical-memory
https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/volume-27/edition-10/letters-assisted-dying-debate

‘bona-fide memory researchers,

the Zealots,

the Old Guard,
and the Fantasists’
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Alien Abductions
Letter 12/2015
http://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/volume-28/october-2015/close-encounters-psychological-kind

Lacter, E. P. & Lehmann, K. (2008). Guidelines to Differential
Diagnosis between Schizophrenia and Ritual Abuse / Mind Control
Traumatic Stress. In Noblitt, Randy & Noblitt, Pamela Perskin (Eds):
Ritual Abuse in the 21st Century. Robert D. Reed Publishers:
Bandon, Oregon.
https://endritualabuse.org/coerced-under-torture/
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V Media Spin
http://www.theguardian.com/science/2014/nov/18/satanic-child-abuse-false-memories-scotland

?!?

‘In fact, there is a consensus among scientists
studying memory that traumatic events are
more likely to be remembered than forgotten,
often leading to posttraumatic stress disorder.’
http://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/false-memory-ofsex-abuse-can-be-inspired-by-police-pjj9vjlhm

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/fresh-doubt-over-heath-sex-inquiry-rx7cpzptw

https://butlincat.blogspot.co.uk/2017/09/hollie-greig-case-robert-green.html
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Private Eye
Thank you
Letter to the Editor
9th September 2017
Hi Folks
I feel honoured to grace a page of your illustrious publication. My poster ‘THE SATANIST CULT OF TED
HEATH: ETHICAL IMPLICATIONS OF AUTHORITY COMPROMISE’ clearly describes the suspected origin of
the inadvertent leak: ‘The document appears to be based on disclosures made by a female with
Dissociative Identity Disorder (formerly known as Multiple Personality Disorder) from 1997 to 2008 to a
Psychiatrist who has dealt with extreme abuse survivors since about 1987 and by 4 informers.’ The author
was (correctly) identified by SAFF (possibly more closely aligned to your ideology) who – as a secondary
leak – redacted some content (sensibly) and added partisan ‘Discourse of Disbelief’ commentary. I may
be overly sensitive but I find accounts of ideology-driven ‘Forced Suicide’, ‘Unregistered Babies’ and
‘Rape/Murder’ offenses corroborated by mainstream media disconcerting.
I wonder whether your esteemed readership could cast their critical eye over a document that can be
downloaded from the URL below (which was incorporated in the poster to illustrate the context of my
investigation):
https://arsoninformer.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/suspected-arson-murder.pdf
A godmother was found in her burnt out home ‘on top of roof tiles’ with ‘broken legs and arm’ 8 months
before her toddler godchild got sexually assaulted and ‘smuggled’ into Forced Adoption. Am I overly
worried that there may have been foul play (especially as local, regional and national authority
representatives including Operation Midland refused to reinvestigate the ‘Open Verdict’ case)?
Dr Rainer Hermann Kurz
Chartered Psychologist
London
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